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Introduction  

 The International Student Welcome programme took place as a pilot project from 16th August-31st 
October 2021. The programme consisted of exhibitions, performances, tours, lectures, talks, dance, 
music, theatre and more. It was promoted to international students from the following institutions: 
University of Liverpool, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts 
(LIPA), Liverpool Hope University, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (LSTM) and Edge Hill 
University.   

 The early August start was timed to coincide with the arrival of medical students at the University of 
Liverpool. International students were sign posted to events and activities throughout the Liverpool 
City Region from mid-August until the last two weeks of September when the bespoke programmed 
events and activities began. In total, around 343 audience members accessed events and activities. 
The full list of bookings and events is included in the appendices at the end of this report.  

The programme was advertised through the new website: https://www.iswliverpoolcityregion.com 
and via our social media channels. It was also mentioned over 3 weeks in the Liverpool Echo and 
advertised to students through the University of Liverpool’s own app for students. All universities 
involved were encouraged to disseminate the programme.  

 Several competitions took place in the lead up to and throughout the programme including a logo 
design and branding competition, a photography competition (which led to a digital exhibition at 
Open Eye Gallery in Liverpool) and a blog writing competition. The Team also had a presence at the 
University of Liverpool and Liverpool John Moores University fresher’s fairs to promote the 
programme.  

 In total, the International Student Welcome reached an audience of over 153,0481 people.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1  Final figures include current Liverpool Echo readership of 22,069 per day, Open Eye digital window 
viewings 193 per day. 12 days = 2316 views, social media and website figures and footfall from 
University of Liverpool (500 approximately) and Liverpool John Moores University fresher’s fairs 
(5,400 approximately).  

 

https://www.iswliverpoolcityregion.com/
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The Events  

 The full programme included 55 main programmed events and activities and over 53 partner 
programme events many of which ran over several days or weeks. All events in the main programme 
were achieved through discussion between individuals, organisations and institutions and the 
Creative Producer. The Producer was keen to include the breadth of the region throughout the 
programme and this was highlighted by the inclusion of locations such as The Atkinson (Southport), 
Culture HQ (Runcorn), Norton Abbey (Runcorn), Kirby Gallery (Kirby), Lady Lever (Port Sunlight), 
Sudley House (Aigburth), Convenience Gallery (Birkenhead), Imaginarium Theatre (Prescot), Polish 
Heritage Tour (Kensington and various locations throughout north Liverpool), Future Yard 
(Birkenhead), Capoeira for All (Toxteth), Liverpool Football Club Tours (Anfield) and The Arts Centre 
(Edge Hill University).  

 Part of the remit for the pilot was to deliver both face to face and online activities and events. The 
Producer was also aware of students who were required to quarantine, especially at the start of the 
programme. There was a strong need to ensure they had activities they could interact with therefore 
online lectures from NML and exercise workshops from Movema along with online exhibitions were 
included in the Welcome. Unfortunately, some students were still required to quarantine near the 
end of the programme and this did effect booking numbers as we received cancellations from some 
students who were still in hotels, many of which were outside the region.  

 

The Team  

 As a pilot programme, the team for this year included the Creative Producer (Faye Christiansen) 
who was employed by the ISDG from May 2021. Her role included programming and delivering the 
events and activities as well as completing the evaluation. She also managed the three Creative 
Assistants (Lan Yi, Minzai Kim and Madelyn Walsh) whose roles were funded by the University of 
Liverpool. They were recruited as interns from within the University’s cohort. A web presence 
creator and filmmaker (Peter Lang) was brought onboard from late summer 2021 following a call out 
to all universities in the region. He created the ISW website and promotional video.  

 The ISW logo was created by LJMU student Alsultan Abdulrahman, following a competition sent out 
to all university students in Liverpool City Region. A further nine Student Ambassadors (Homer 
Wong, Ivana Kobakova, Caoimhe Mullen, Rishma Meta, Taru Soni, Lanting Feng, Hejin Cao, Katy 
Wisbey and Charmain Yip) were recruited to support the delivery of the programme throughout 
September and October.  

 The programme provided a vital opportunity for national and international students in the region to 
gain employability and career skills and to network and form contacts with key cultural institutions 
and organisations across the breadth of the region.  

 

The Student Survey  
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 The student survey was brought together by the Creative producer with input from the ISDG and 
the Creative Assistants to help provide a full evaluation of the student experience taking part in the 
Welcome. The survey was available online at all event, but later was also available in hard copy 
form.  

 A business card was created which featured the QR code to the website where the evaluation form 
was located. Some anecdotal evidence however showed that students found it hard to locate on the 
site and a dedicated page may have been useful. The survey was also incentivised by a great offer of 
two free tickets to NML’s AI exhibition. The Creative Assistants and Student Ambassadors were 
encouraged to ask students to complete the form at every event and it was explained to students 
that the more they completed the form, the more chances they had of being put into the prize draw 
to win the exhibition tickets.  

 60 students completed the form in total, a small sample size when compared against the actual 
visitor numbers. Nevertheless, the full findings have been included and reviewed below.  

 

Age breakdown  

18-20 15 
21-25 27 
26-30 9 
31-35 9 
36-40 0 
41-45 0 
46-50 0 
51-55 0 
56-60 0 
61-65 0 
Prefer not to say  0 

 60 
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15%
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0%

0%

0%

0%0%0%
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61-65

Prefer not to say

As the number of respondents is quite small, it cannot be 
considered representative of the whole international student 
diaspora in the Liverpool City Region, however, the findings show 
that the ages correlate with the anticipated target audience.  

Given that the highest percentile age is between 21-25 this may 
indicate that most attendees were post graduate students and this 
may be in line with most of the involved institution’s international 
student cohort.  

In the event of future programmes, a wider age range may be 
engaged as greater numbers attend.  

Anecdotal evidence 
indicates that students 
may have viewed the 
Welcome as an initiative 
only for freshers or new 
post graduates. Further 
promotion and 
understanding of the 
programme will 
doubtless encourage an 
uplift in attendance 
numbers.  
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Gender identity  

Male 21 
Female 38 
Transgender 0 
Agender 0 
Non binary 0 
Other 1 
Prefer not to say  0 

 60 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

35%

63%

0%

0% 0%

2%

0%

Male

Female

Transgender

Agender

Non binary

Other

Prefer not to say

 The greater weighting towards female respondents does not 
necessarily reflect the actual attendance. Anecdotal evidence 
shows male to female numbers were fairly even and institutional 
feedback may confirm that international students currently 
attending a programme of study show no gender bias.  

 This potential anomaly may be due to a number of factors. Both 
hard copy and online evaluation forms were available to students. 
Student Ambassadors may have gravitated towards more female 
students for responses (there were 8 female Student 
ambassadors and only 1 male) and this may have affected the 
findings. Also, it was noted at events that on occasion female 
respondents completed forms for their entire group or circle of 
friends.  
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University attended  

University of Liverpool  40 
Liverpool John Moores University  10 
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine 0 
LIPA 0 
Liverpool Hope University 10 
Edge Hill University  0 
Other (stated) 0 

 60 

 
sharing our events to international students from their app. Although the other institutions did share 
our programme, it was not to the same scale. LSTM students did attend events but may not have 
completed evaluation forms. It is unclear whether any students attended from Edge Hill as they did 
not complete a form nor did they make themselves known to our staff during the programme 
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0%
0%

University of Liverpool

Liverpool John Moores
University

Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine

LIPA

Liverpool Hope University

Edge Hill University

Other (stated)

 These results do not necessarily indicate a true 
bias towards University of Liverpool; however, 
anecdotal evidence suggests this result is 
correct.  

 One specific event targeted LIPA students (A 
talk from Ian Tabbron of Shakespeare North) 
which was well attended however, no student 
completed an evaluation for that event despite  

requests to do so, the 
incentive of free tickets for 
the World Museum and 
being given a business 
card. Hard copy forms 
were not available at the 
time and these may have 
proved essential for 
further data and 
interrogation.  

University of Liverpool 
showed excellent support 
for the programme and 
bolstered our 
communications by  
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Postcodes 

L7 23 
L5 1 
L6 11 
L8  1 
L3 10 
CH41 1 
L11 1 
L18 2 
PO18 1 
L2 3 
L17 1 
L1 2 
L4 1 
No answer 2 

 60 
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L1
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No answer

  Student accommodation throughout the peak postcodes of L7, L6 
and L3 may be worth linking with for the promotion of any future 
programmes and to encourage engagement and inclusion. Further 
engagement with these locations and organisations may result in a 
significant boost to attendance numbers.  

 These findings may also indicate how far students were prepared to 
travel, as although events took place throughout the region, most 
were city centric or had central meeting points. Whenever 
significant travel was required for an event (such as for the Crosby 
or Southport events) these costs were covered by the ISDG (and 
discounted by Mersey Travel) within the programme’s budget. 
Future investment in travel passes may also help to boost numbers 
and also encourage further travel around the region outside of the 
programme.  
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Country of origin  

India  6 
Saudi Arabia  7 
China 11 
UK 10 
Northern Ireland 1 
Albania 1 
Gibraltar 1 
Austria 2 
Ireland 1 
Poland 1 
Indonesia 4 
Malaysia 7 
France 2 
Germany  2 
Italy 1 
Nigeria 1 
Thailand 1 
No response 1 

 60 
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Nigeria
Thailand
No response

Unsurprisingly given what is already known about the 
international student cohort in the region, the highest 
percentile of respondents disclosed as Chinese. However, 
there are a high number of home students for a programme 
predominantly targeted at internationals. Therefore, it may 
be worth considering widening future programmes to 
include this audience. However, the programme could be 
negatively affected by this as it may then lose its 
individuality and also become to cumbersome to manage 
with the resources available.  

Nevertheless, it is very encouraging to see the numbers of 
respondents from across the globe as these findings may 
indicate a positive level of inclusion as intended by the 
programme.  
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Main language  

Arabic 7 
Malayalam 2 
Malay  3 
Indonesian 4 
English 20 
Tamil 2 
German 4 
Chinese 10 
Albanian 1 
Mandarin 1 
Hindi 1 
English Chinese 1 
French 2 
Italian 1 
Thai 1 

 60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11%
3% 5%

7%

33%
3%

7%

17%

1%

2%

2% 2%

3%

2% 2%
Arabic
Malayalam
Malay
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English Chinese
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Perhaps surprisingly, most respondents disclosed their main 
language as English, however, this is to be expected given the 
visa requirements for international students. The second most 
popular main language is Chinese which is to be anticipated with 
the international student cohort in the region. Therefore, more 
Chinese translation of programme text, website and social media 
content may be worth consideration.  
  Given the small sample size, there is however a good spread of 
languages disclosed and this may prove useful for future 
programmes. The relatively high percentage of Arabic speakers 
may indicate a need for this language in web content.  
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How you found out  

Friends 7 
Email from ISW 4 
University email 1 
Word of mouth 2 
Job 1 
University   16 
Invited in from outside 3 
In person  2 
ISW Website 2 
University website 2 
Fun 1 
Instagram 2 
Internet 6 
ISW   1 
My school  2 
School website 1 
Student 1 
Welcome fair 1 
No response 5 

 60 

 

 

 

 

12% 7%

2% 3%
2%

27%
5%

3%

3%3%2%

3%

10%

2%
3%

2% 2%
2%
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Friends
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ISW
My school
School website
Student
Welcome fair
No response

 This question allowed for a free response and although 
overwhelmingly most students disclosed that they heard 
about the programme from their university, the combined 
‘word of mouth’ channels such as ‘friends’, ‘in person’, 
‘student’, ‘word of mouth’ and ‘invited in from outside’ 
make up 25% of the way in which students heard about 
us.  

 The minimal disclosure of the ISW website does not 
necessarily indicate it was not effective as it may have 
been covered under responses such as ‘internet’, ‘job’ and 
‘welcome fair’. At the latter event, students were 
specifically pointed to the site via QR codes. It is 
interesting to note that Instagram is the only social media 
channel disclosed, again, given the small sample, this may 
not be a representative result.  
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Event attended 

All of the feedback from student participants was collated from the following events:  The Iron men 
(Crosby Beach Tour), The Bluecoat Tour, Shakespeare North Lecture, Drumming workshop, British 
Music Experience, Ferry, Garstang Museum, Mersey Travel Tour, Biennial Walking Tour, Victoria 
Gallery and Museum and The Atkinson.  

 

Dates attended 

As several of the same tours ran over separate days, students were asked which dates they attended 
on. The highest number of responses for a single event was the drumming workshop held in 
December.  

21/08/2021 1 
10/09/2021 3 
22/09/2021 1 
30/09/2021 1 
05/10/2021 1 
08/10/2021 2 
09/10/2021 3 
12/10/2021 6 
13/10/2021 4 
14/10/2021 2 
19/10/2021 2 
21/10/2021 2 
23/10/2021 6 
24/10/2021 3 
30/10/2021 2 
31/10/2021 1 
15/11/2021 9 
11/12/2021 11 

 60 

 The most likely reason for this is probably due to the Creative 
Producer attending the event with hard copy evaluation forms. 
Although the digital form was extremely useful and did allow for 
the Producer and the Team to engage with students without the 
added weight of the hard copy forms to carry, it simply was not 
completed as regularly.  

 For future evaluations, it is strongly recommended that hard copy 
forms be made available for every event to allow for wider 
responses.  
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What did you think of the event?  

Excellent 39 
Very good 16 
Good 5 
Average 0 
Poor 0 
Very poor 0 

 60 
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65%

27%
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0%0%0%
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Very poor

Events were clearly positively received with 92% rating them Excellent to 
Very Good. The extremely high level of in-kind support and buy in received 
from both educational institutions and cultural venues proved vital and this 
exceptional support highlights the strong interest these organisations have 
in engaging the international student cohort.  

 Artists, tour guides and educators were also incredibly friendly and helpful 

proving both easy to 
work with and 
offering great 
flexibility. Many of 
the smaller, 
independent 
organisations proved 
our greatest allies 
with anecdotal 
evidence showing 
they shared social 
media posts and 
word of mouth.  

The high quality of 
the events cannot be 

  
   questioned and again, although these results are not representative, it is clear that the students who 

attended events enjoyed them and are likely to return to similar events or to the venues we visited.  
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Would you attend the event again?  

Yes 52 
Maybe 5 
No 2 
No response 1 

 60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

87%

8% 3%

2%

Yes

Maybe

No

No response

With 87% of respondents replying positively to this question, it is very 
likely that a continuous programme of events or a yearly regular one-
off programme would be well received by students. There was no 
option to explain your answer with this question and that option may  

be worthwhile to help 
discover the reasons 
behind the ‘maybe’ and 
‘no’ responses.   

‘Maybe’ responses were 
particularly given for the 
Shakespeare North 
lectures and this could 
be due to students 
knowing little about the 
programme (or in some 
cases, coming to the 
programme very near 
the end). Therefore, with 
lecture style events such 

as this, a quick run through the programme before or after the main lecture may be beneficial. Students 
were given business cards with the link and QR code on it at the end of each lecture, but whether or not 
they visited the website and explored the programme as a result is unclear.  
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What did you enjoy most about this event?  

Students gave a wide range of responses to this question which may assist future programming:  

Fun  
Everything 
The activity, awesome workshop, amaze experience, nice tutor  
Knowledge about drum  
People 
I can make friends with the people from all over the world.  
Drumming is fun  
Info about the theatre  
The team and the destination  
Fun, friendly teacher  
Hearing about job opportunities  
Learning about Shakespeare North as I have a keen interest in Shakespearean theatre  
Listening about different job opportunities  
Picturesque 
Laughing at ourselves when we messed up  
The drumming  
The music  
Very fun  
The explanation about the art pieces  
Not sure  
Information  
New place to visit and meet new friends with social drink session! 
The beach, the view is amazing. The host is nice and friendly. She can explain everything well.  
Learning about Deborah Roberts arts on how some names are unique.  
Scenery  

a) As always, the great welcome at the start. This time we’re even offered a free drink which 
is highly appreciated. Then the tour guided (Faye) was very nice and informative and gave 
us enough time to enjoy the beach and the drinks at the end were amazing too. Very 
generously appreciated.  

b) Workers at the train station were very nice and welcoming too.  
Warm welcoming and guide 
Various event 
The view 
Ferry ride :D 
The hospitality  
The museum 
Very informative 
Merseyside Maritime Museum and the International Slavery Museum 
ART  
I love Art and history so I really love museum which can let me know different culture 
The content is very inspiring and I have gained lots of new knowledge about the city. 
Tour 
Explanations 
The architecture  
Tour 
The history  
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Information  
Comment 
Picture 
I get to learn a little about everything in Liverpool 
An exclusive access to the tunnel and the ferry museum 
The stories/description by the tour guide 
Knowledge of guide  
The very nice welcome, and the nice and knowledgeable tour guide. Loved having a badge to 
always remember the tour 
The amazing and very informative tour at the museum, and I must add the lady responsible for 
the tour, from ISW (sorry I forgot her name) was very nice and welcoming 
I get to learn about the dark history as well as the meaning of some art sculpture made around 
the city of Liverpool 
The lovely welcome at the train station, by Faye and the station staff as well. Their generosity of 
offering us drinks from the station shop was wonderful, highly appreciated. At the beach Faye was 
amazing, told us a lot about the sculptures, and gave us plenty of enough time to spend at the 
beach. Later the drinks at the restaurant were a very nice gesture. It was really a wonderful trip. 
Also, the trip was midday on a weekend, so we didn’t have to wake up so early and rush to the 
station, timing was perfect. 
The information given about each exhibition, and the time we were given to look at the pieces 
Beauty 
Meeting different people from all over the world 
The single fact of having these tour organised made me go to these places, which I maybe 
wouldn't have visited otherwise. Furthermore, having a guide to make us a proper tour of the 
venues really enhanced the experience! 

 

 These results indicate a strong positive response for the tours particularly and it is apparent that 
students not only had an overall good experience but also had the opportunity to meet like minded 
people and explore the region which have been some of the main prerogatives for the programme 
since its inception. A wider sample number will provide fuller feedback on individual activities and 
events. At this stage, it would seem events that included a guided tour or activity (such as a walk or 
playing a drum) achieved particularly positive results. Quieter, less participatory events seemed to 
have equalled less feedback although not necessarily less enjoyment.  

 The provision of scaled feedback (perhaps a 1-10 ranking or Excellent-Very poor sliding scale) would 
produce more measurable feedback for this question alongside the space for a fuller reply.  
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What would you like to see included next time?  

Respondents were asked this question with a view to influence the formation of future programmes. 
They gave the following feedback:  

Dance workshop  
More activities like this, because courses are usually pricey so we miss trying new things out. 
Beatles-related  
I want to be creative assistant again  
Surprise me  
The Beatles show  
More of the same fun stuff  
Powerpoint with links and pictures (about Shakespeare North talk at Hope)  
Yes 
Photos/videos to get a feel of how it is like  
Sport 
Nothing more  
Drumming  
Hopefully more areas will be open and we can visit all spaces of the building  
Not sure  
Keep it this way, love it  
Football match!! Is it possible?? 
The Beatles Show  
Equity, environment 
More interesting, like music festival  
ALL KINDS 
Merseyside Maritime Museum and the International Slavery Museum 
A brief video tour before the actual tour. 
Group photo 
Movie night? 
Session to chit chat with international student? 
New activities and chance to meet other international students 
It was perfect 
Museums in the city centre  
Museum  
Any 
Maybe extended periods on each activity  
A way to make new friends  
Useful give aways of the tour itself, like tote bags, coasters and pencils. They are light to carry 
during the trip and a nice memory to keep 
Maybe pins or tote bags with ISW and the location we visit printed on it, it's a great souvenir. we 
do have the pictures, but then little usable objects are always great.  
Souvenirs.   
Involvement in a workshop or with one of the artists in residence 
Sea 
Everything was perfect 
All the museums! 
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 Although the Beatles featured in feedback (the Beatles’ Tour did not come to the programme until 
fairly late) it may be worth considering merchandise or give aways for students. The badges, cards 
and cultural passports all proved popular however larger, more durable and useful keep sakes may 
be beneficial, not only for promotion but also to give the student participants a sense of ownership 
and belonging to the programme.  

 Saleable merchandise could be considered; however, this is unlikely to prove as popular as 
giveaways due to the target audience (predominantly undergraduate and post graduate students 
most likely with low or limited incomes) and especially given low numbers of attendance for paying 
events. Anecdotal evidence shows there is a local opinion of international students as well funded, 
however, this may not be the case and reviewing what levels of spend the cohort are prepared to 
meet may assist with planning for pay for/ticketed events.  

 Feedback above has also reflected recent conversations whereby any future programme may 
benefit from a ‘meet up’ style event where students can come together and get to know each other. 
A club night was considered for this year, but it was not feasible given the time frame for promotion 
and ticket sales. Also, many of those in the target audience may not be comfortable in a typical 
Liverpool city ‘club’ setting, especially as many do not consume alcohol. Therefore, anecdotal 
evidence and general feedback suggests a more bespoke event with a large variety of soft drinks and 
possibly games or other interactive and engaging (group) activities would be successful and 
beneficial to the international student cohort.  
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If you were recommending this event to other students, what would you 
say?  

This was one of our most popular questions receiving a high level of responses with feedback as 
follows. Minor amendments to spelling and grammar have been made, otherwise quotes are 
verbatim:  

It’s a great way to explore life out/the UK and meet new people. It’s free which is very convenient 
for students.  
Fantastic  
The Bluecoat tour allows you to see the plethora of arts that shows heritage and cultural legacies.  
This event is well arranged, the host is nice and free, a lot of free things! That’s the most 
important thing! 
I already recommended this event haha. I said it’s a nice event from ISW to international students 
the guides are friendly.  
Fun and informative, great way to know about the city 
Yes I would it was fun  
Good fun, learning something new  
Do it.  
Give it a try, it’s fun  
Friendly, amazing 
I would recommend to go 
That it’s an interesting event  
I would recommend to go  
Very fun and friendly  
You must go! 
This is a good event, give it a try  
I will show them the photos  
It’s great, you feel welcomed  
Great knowledge about instrument  
It’s awesome and it’s free 
Go, definitely.  
Please do attend.  
You should go to Museum of Liverpool and spend a lovely afternoon there! 
I would like to show them the social media, which they can easily find the event they interested 
in. 
There is something you can't see in the news 
Nice 
Background information on the operational functions of the tunnel 
Just go it’s fun 
Give it a try 
It’s free :) 
Ferry ride to enjoy Liverpool’s view and history 
Ofc, i already did :) 
It is great and lovely 
Very nice tour 
Just do it 
Please visit  
Worth it! 
Was great 
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It’s really good 
That it’s a great event to get to know the city more deeper 
You’ll get an access to amazing places in Merseyside for free. It’s one of a kind tour that you won’t 
get everyday as foreigners  
You get to learn a lot of the school’s history, you definitely should 
That it’s worthy 
It is a great way to know the city and its history 
Great opportunity to learn more 
This event helps you understand the arts around Liverpool. And through the arts, you will learn 
bits of Liverpool's history that is not mentioned in the UK syllabus. You also get to know more 
about how the Biennial contributes to the city in the art industry. 
Don't miss it! there is plenty to see learn and enjoy 
Must visit, great architecture, history, exhibitions and tour guide. 
Beauty 
I would recommend them to join the next event as it's a good opportunity to meet new people 
and see different place near the Liverpool area that we might not have seen otherwise.  
It was very interesting, and a great occasion to discover what Liverpool has to offer! 

 

 The overwhelmingly positive feedback given here indicates that an ongoing programme or regular 
yearly programme is likely to be highly successful, well received and will encourage international 
students to engage more in cultural activities and with cultural venues across the region. This 
feedback is essential in proving the case for continuation and may also indicate an increase in well-
being and networking amongst the international students who participated in the programme. There 
are also educational benefits from attending as many tours and events focussed on the history and 
heritage of the region.  
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What was the place you most enjoyed visiting?  

Respondents were asked: What was the place you most enjoyed visiting? Would you like to write a 
few sentences about why and share your photos for our website? They gave the following feedback:  

Cathedral  
Will email the university  
World Museum  
Drumming is cool  
Ferry, great  
Museum  
Museum  
Deborah Roberts exhibition  
Crosby beach! Because it’s another new place that is different from Liverpool City centre, has 
social time, and yes please do.  
The beach has an amazing landscape, the air is nice. Yes, I would like to share my photos on the 
website.  
Gallery 4.  
The beach  
For today it was the beach, we had an amazing walk and time.  
I love museum and attend different shows  
Merseyside Maritime Museum and the International Slavery Museum 
Merseyside Maritime Museum and the International Slavery Museum 
The George's Dock building 
I'm enjoying the tour, it was very informative and the guides are lovely! 
Ferry! 
Yes 
Victoria Gallery  
Merseyside 
I enjoyed the ferry cruise the most as I wanted to go on it for quite a while but never got the 
chance to do so. The experience was certainly worth my time. Yes I would like to share photos too 
That was just my first tour, I love it but will have to attend other tours to pick my fav. 
The whole museum really, even though very small, it has a lot  
Nathan Coley's Landmark where it expresses how Liverpool is filled with many histories but from 
those histories, the city made a lot of progress which gives hope for how the future will be. 
The beach, the combination of art and nature was spectacular. 
The Deborah Roberts exhibition  
Beauty 
Atkinson museum 
It was the Cathedral, for three reasons. First, is the absolute magnificence of the building and its 
surrounding, then because of the very interesting facts that the tour guide shared with us, and 
last but not least, because I met very nice students there, who shared the same interest. 

 

Although visiting the beach on a cold day in autumn is not a common activity for students, it is 
obvious that this was one of the popular destinations, most likely due to the iconic Antony Gormley 
statues. Museums, Galleries and Tours were all noted and it is likely from this feedback that students 
engage and absorb more from activities which are guided or curated than from activities they need 
to attend on their own or with little facilitation.  
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Should the welcome take place every year?  

Yes  51 
No  1 
Maybe 5 
No response 3 

 60 

 
 

Anything else to add?  

Students were asked if there was anything else they would like to add. Their responses are collated 
below. These are written verbatim and only minor corrections for grammatical or spelling purposes 
have been made:  

Thank you so much, please make more.  
Free coffee was an added bonus. (Student commenting on Iron Men at Crosby Beach event) 
More information about time/schedule, such as what time we have to gather again when we 
finished strolling around, so we don’t have to wait long time for other people  
Overall, it is an amazing experience to be able to see good tourism as well as meeting other 
international students.  
I hope this happens every half year when international students coming in.  
More of these tours please, all year long.  
Excellent.  
I love you Faye! Have a good day!  
Stay safe!  
Thanks a million, please keep on doing more events and activity.  
Events all over the year  
I love sharing our welcome events to everyone. And I hope international student welcome can 
take place every year.  
I like world ticket 
Nope keep going xx 
More frequent events 
Just keep it. Nice work 

85%

2% 8% 5%

Yes

No

Maybe

No response

Once more, the very large positive response indicates a regular or yearly 
programme would be popular with students. As with some previous 
questions, there was no availability for respondents to explain their 
answer, therefore it is unclear why some students gave a ‘no or ‘maybe’  

response.  

 One possible reason 
for students failing 
to answer this 
question could be 
due to it being the 
second to last 
question on the 
back page (for hard 
copies) where it 
simply may have 
been missed. Ideally 
a one page hard 
copy may help avoid 
this issue.  
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No, everything was lovely  
More advertisement in social media regarding the tour 
Thank you very much 
More advertisements regarding the ISDG International Student Welcome 2021 through 
Universities, Student Guild, International Societies in Universities and student accommodation. 
Please keep this going, there is a lot to see, and we (international students) really appreciate that 
you are doing this to add to our experience. I understand this works great at the start of the 
semester when we start to come, but it would also be amazing to have some mid semester and by 
the end when it's summer and we can experience places with a little less rain perhaps. Also, thank 
you very much.  
Thank you so much, and please make more tours throughout the year 
This is a great initiative, which, although not having gathered lot of people in every venue, allows 
students (especially foreign ones I think) to discover the city, meet new peoples, and spend time 
doing cultural activities.  

 

The above feedback indicates a desire for regular, ongoing activities; however, this may not be 
feasible having both financial and resource implications. Further evaluation review with the key 
universities and the international student cohort will help to identify a for or against case for regular 
activities and events.  
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The Venue Survey  

The Creative Producer was keen to give the venues, organisations and individuals we partnered with 
on the programme an opportunity to feedback. Therefore, working with the ISDG, a survey was 
created for them. The full version of each survey conducted is detailed in the appendices to this 
report.  

 

Organisations 

The following organisations completed and returned the venue survey: The Bluecoat, Liverpool 
Cathedral, Liverpool City Region Combined Authority (for the Mersey Travel Tour), Liver Bird Safari, 
Victoria Gallery and Museum, Metropolitan Cathedral, the Garstang Museum, Tate Liverpool, The 
Atkinson, Everyman Theatre and Liverpool Philharmonic Hall.    

 

What did you think of the staff you worked with from the ISW?  

Excellent  5 
Very good 5 
Good 1 
Average  0 
Poor 0 
Very poor  0 

 11 

 

 

 

 

 

46%

45%

9%

0%0%0%

Excellent

Very good

Good

Average

Poor

Very poor

With 89% of respondents stating Excellent to Very Good it is clear that 
they found working with us a positive experience, it is very likely that 
we will be able to engage with them once more on a similar programme 
or project. As a pilot, there were always going to be potential issues and 
this may have prevented a 100% result. Resolving these matters for 
future programmes will ensure ongoing success.  
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Would you host us again?  

Yes  9 
Maybe  1 
No  0 
Other 1 

 11 

 
It is likely that a bigger budget, longer lead in time and more resources for promotion would 
encourage further engagement from venues and artists.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

82%

9%

0%

9%

Yes

Maybe

No

Other

Again, this question was met with an overwhelmingly positive response. This 
question did not allow for free answers, but one venue stated: ‘If we are able to, 
we would be interested in working with the ISW again,’ this response has been 
included in the chart below and the table opposite as ‘other’. As so many  

 organisations and 
individuals gave us their 
time or access to their 
venue for free, this may 
account for the ‘maybe’ 
response and this rather 
conditional statement. 
However, venues clearly 
sure the opportunity to 
open their doors to new 
international students 
presented by the 
programme and where 
very willing to do this.  
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What did you think of the way our event was planned?  

This question was given a free space for response in order to provide a full opportunity for venues to 
feed back.  

Fine 
Worked well. Good timing. Good communication.  
Well planned.  
Very good, straightforward and clear.  
For the numbers in the group, what we offered suited them and I think everyone enjoyed their 
visit. 
The event was planned well. 
As the event was online, it wasn’t clear if the participants were engaging with the presentation. 
We provided tour dates and these were advertised. 
There were some initial issues. Our team was notified too late that no students had signed up for 
the first tour. Staff came some distance to conduct the visit and were not needed.  We suggest 
that venues who are hosting are contacted with 24hrs notice minimum. 
I had asked that students be reminded to wear face masks. The students did, the staff from the 
ISW did not. The request to wear a mask was made to protect the cathedral team. 
Very well organised, consistent communication, clear objectives and deadlines. 
The planning of the event was professional and efficient. Faye was very cooperative and couldn’t 
have made the whole process any easier. 

 

The concern raised has come from the Metropolitan Cathedral. Regarding the signing up of students; 
this was not discussed prior to the event therefore no cut off time was given for cancellation in the 
event of no bookings. Also, the issue regarding face masks; this information was unclear in an email 
the venue sent through and was missed by the Creative Producer. The venue had requested 
students to wear masks but had not mentioned staff. Prior to the first event and there was no 
governmental requirement to wear masks indoors at that time, therefore this was not carried out by 
all of our staff. Had this been brought to our attention prior to the event or at the first event where 
the Creative Producer was present, all staff would have worn face masks.  

 

What went well?  

I’m not sure how many actual attenders we had – I think it was less than anticipated. 
Communication, punctuality, attitude of students.  
It was a very nice group and they had lots of questions which made the session interactive and 
enjoyable. 
Students were very engaged and were appreciative.  
The cooperation between the ISDG and the Garstang staff. 
The participants actually contacted us and joined our contact list.  
Flexibility in working around our dates. 
It is a good idea and the students who came were very enthusiastic. 
The actual event was a great introduction to the City’s history and a way for students to 
orientated themselves on arrival. 
I think the students seemed very engaged and where able to gain a better understanding of the 
artistic landscape within Liverpool. The students seemed comfortable in the space and hopefully 
we see them again. 
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This question as one of the most commonly responded to by venues. Although unfortunately some 
events were not well attended (and this may have been due to there simply being too many events 
or too many of one type of event such as the cathedral tours) it appears that venues saw the value 
of the programme and were keen to engage students.  

 

What can we improve on?  

Would be great to get more people if we do this again – otherwise it is not worth the investment 
of time. 
Numbers attending.  
Maybe link the visit to a show or a workshop so that the visitors could experience the kind of 
activities that take place in the building. 
Clearer sense of objective – what did students expect to get from the experience?  
After the initial request for tours and our reply with dates, we did not hear back from your staff. 
We found out on Social Media that you have advertised for tours for all the dates. We had to then 
write you to double check if that was the case. Next time would be great to let us know that you 
would advertise for all dates before you put it on your website. 
The online presentation needs to be more engaging.  
Nothing.  
Confirmation of numbers, or no sign ups 24 hours in advance. I think students should also be 
asked to confirm their attendance to you 24 hrs before. Whilst students can sometimes be 
unreliable my experience as a university tutor is that if you manage the expectation and share 
reasons why notice is needed then students are more than happy to oblige and be helpful. 
The only thing that I could potentially see as an improvement would be if the program ran year-
round, but that would defeat the purpose of it being a fresher’s event. 

 

These are useful pointers for future programming. Some errors were due to misunderstandings with 
communication, the tour dates that appeared on social media for example were supplied by one 
person at the venue and the Creative Producer believed all of these tours were on offer, not that we 
were supposed to choose and clarify, so dates such as these will need clarification.  

The suggestion regarding 24 hours notice may be useful for any future activities, especially for bigger 
tours or events where waiting lists are in place.  

 

Anything you would like to see included next time?  

Not sure if anything.  
No, worked very well for us.  
In present with the presentation. 
An induction day with all groups involved, a way to network and generate a buzz for the activity.  
(Obviously, this could not be done with the current COVID situation but perhaps for the future).  

 

The note about the induction day mirrors the request from students for a meet up style event and 
the recent conversations that have taken place within the ISDG. Therefore, venues may be 
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responsive to hosting such an event in order to encourage the students to interact, get to know each 
other and get to know the programme, the venues and the people involved.  

If recommending the event to other international students, what would you 
say?  

Allow more time, attend as a group.  
It is a chance to explore the city’s buildings, talk to people who work here and find out what goes 
on in the city in terms of cultural activities. It is also of interest for design and architecture 
students. 
That it is worthwhile and a good opportunity to find out what is available across the broader 
region.  
That the tour will give a good understanding of part of the University’s history and of some of the 
work that goes on in the Department of Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology. 
Learnt about the community around you.  
I’d say it is an interesting, informative and moving experience. 
Inclusive and a great way to create friends and familiarise yourself with the City.  
The ISDG is fantastic way for international students to gain some comfortability in their new 
surroundings and make some new social and potentially professional connections. 

 

This highly positive feedback further proves the case for either a regular yearly programme or an 
ongoing series of events. It is likely that venues will be interested in supporting (as is practicable for 
them) for either.  

 

Do you think the Welcome should take place every year?  

Yes  9 
No  0 
Maybe 1 
No answer 1 

 11 

 

82%

0%

9%
9%

Yes

No

Maybe

No answer

With 82% of respondents replying ‘yes’ to this question, it is very likely 
that venues will take an active role in any future programmes. As this 
was not a question that allowed for a free response, it is unclear why the 
question received a ‘maybe’ response and was unanswered by one  

venue. Allowing for the 
option to explain your 
answer may provide 
further insights for any 
future evaluation.  
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Anything else to add?  

Thanks for the opportunity – very happy to be involved in future 
We were glad to have been involved. 
No happy to assist in any future events/feedback/ marketing materials. 
Thank you very much for working with us and we hope to host you again next year. 

 

From all of the above feedback it appears venues were happy to work with us and they all proved 
extremely helpful in delivering the programme. All venue staff and volunteers were incredibly 
supportive and showed great enthusiasm for the project.  
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The Student Ambassador Survey  

Nine Student Ambassadors were recruited to support the delivery of the International Student 
Welcome. All were recruited through an online interview. All were asked to complete a survey about 
their involvement. Five Student Ambassadors completed the survey in total. They were asked the 
following questions:  

What did you think of the staff you worked with from the ISW? 

All respondents fed back ‘Excellent’ for this question.  

Would you be prepared to work for the ISW again? 

All replied ‘Yes’ to this question.  

What do you think went well in both in general and at the events you worked at?  

Nice arrangement. Nice people. 
Everyone was friendly and event was interesting 
Faye was extremely friendly, and the museum staff was informed about the tour well in advance 
when Faye was not present. The communication to the students who were booked on the tours 
was very efficient too. 
Communication between students and staff 
The tours were really enjoyable and has definitely provided a good overview of what a lovely city 
Liverpool is.  

 

This feedback seems to show that student ambassadors found working on the events a positive 
experience and it is clear that they found the tours and activities enjoyable.  

What do you think we could improve on in general and at the events you worked at? 

Maybe more advertising would help attract more people to attend the tours 
It would be great if participants were notified earlier about the meeting location / time for each 
event (this is a feedback I’ve received from a participant joining the Crosby beach tour), 
sometimes it was a bit unclear however staffs were really helpful and quick in replies! 
Wider variety of events  
Cancel the activities earlier if no one attended   
Maybe let staff or student ambassadors have the contact information of students. 

 

All of the above is very constructive and useful feedback which can be applied for any future 
programme.  

Is there anything you would like to add? 

It has been an amazing experience and it was a pleasure working with everyone else ���� I’d love 
to help out in any further events in the future! 
Very sorry not attended the party. Absolutely will come next time. 
No, everything is fine.  
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This question was included to give the Ambassadors an opportunity to mention anything, should 
they have had any negative experiences. However, it seems they did have a good experience and it is 
likely many would work with us again.  

Do You Think The International Student Welcome Should Take Place Every Year? 

All respondents answered ‘yes’ to this question.  

Once more, this positive response indicates that future international student welcome programmes 
or events and activities will be well received and that volunteers are likely to be interested in 
working at them.  

The Student Ambassadors gave this feedback based on the events they had worked at which were:  

The Garstang Museum, The British Music Experience, The Victoria Gallery and Museum, the 
Bluecoat, Mersey Ferry, FACT tour, Concert at the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, the Walker Art 
Gallery, Iron Men at Crosby Beach, Ian Tabbron Shakespeare North talk at LIPA and the Metropolitan 
Cathedral Tour.  
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Website 

The ISW website launched in September 2021. The following data was collated from its inception 
until 15th December 2021. A total of 1,400 users accessed the site. Due to the relatively short time 
the site has been live for, Google Analytics has not yet collated all of the data that would be present 
from a site that has been live for 12 months or more. Therefore, the data below encapsulates what 
information has been collected in this short time.  

Traffic sources 

Due to the minimal lead in time, a partnership with Visit Liverpool was fostered to help generate 
traffic to the new ISW website as this would help bolster the site and drive audiences to the 
programme. Visit Liverpool linked our web presence from their site. The following data captured 
covers the most common traffic sources: Direct: 1,156, Iswliverpoolcityregion.com (referral, most 
likely QR code): 135, Email marketing (dot mailer): 60, Visit Liverpool: 53, Instagram: 43, Google: 40, 
Liverpool.ac.uk: 33, Twitter: 11, Facebook: 10, Bing: 8, Facebook (mobile): 7, Facebook (post): 5, 
Facebook (new post): 3, app.dotdigital.com: 3, Teams Microsoft: 3, DuckDuckGo: 1, Ecosia.org: 1, 
Wix.com: 1, Instagram (profile): 1, LinkedIn: 1, Google Mail: 1, Yahoo Mail: 1, QR code scan (probably 
from the business card): 1, Snapchat: 1.  

It is worth noting that although the link through from Visit Liverpool may have assisted traffic flow, 
most visitors accessed the site by typing in the address of by the QR code which may indicate that it 
was quickly learnt and noticed by visitors.  

Pages visited 

As expected, the most commonly visited page was the programme page quickly followed by the 
home page and monthly events.   

Main programme: 3,084, Home (main page): 2,565, Event bookings: 2,099, October Events: 547, 
Partner Programme: 297, Home (clicking on ‘Home’ button): 258, Quick Facts: 136, About: 132, 
Explore the Region: 109, September Events: 102, Map: 92, Contact: 57, Video: 29, August Events 
(Archive): 13, Contact page (In Italian): 13, Programme Page (Italian/Spanish): 10, Home Page (In 
Chinese translation): 8, Home page (Spanish): 7, Homepage (Arabic): 6. The homepage was also 
viewed in French, German and other Chinese dialects.  

The fairly broad range of languages may assist with translation requirements for any future events  

Returning users 

Out of the 1,400 users who visited the site, 397 were returning visitors. This relatively low return 
could be attributable to a number of reasons. Most students accessed the site and then emailed the 
team with the whole range of events they wanted to book on for, therefore return visits may have 
been unnecessary. As word of mouth and the universities also proved essential for student 
communications, this may have reduced the number of return visits. Some students also took 
screengrabs of the main programme range so that they could retain if for further view. They may 
also have returned to the site via a range of devices which would then incur the footprint of a 
repeated ‘unique’ visit.  

Countries  

Users accessed the site from the following countries:  
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UK: 1,233, US: 44, China: 23, India: 18, Spain: 17, Germany: 15, France: 14, Belgium: 7, Nigeria: 6, 
Greece: 5, Norway: 5, Pakistan: 5, Portugal: 5, Brunei: 4, Italy: 4, Netherlands: 4, Sweden: 4, 
Vietnam: 4, Austria: 3, Hong Kong: 3, Morocco: 3, Guatemala: 2, Indonesia: 2, Ireland: 2, 
Luxembourg: 2, Malaysia: 2, Sri Lanka: 2, Turkey: 2, Zimbabwe: 2, Angola: 1, Bangladesh: 1, Brazil: 1, 
Canada: 1, Congo-Brazzaville: 1, Ecuador: 1, Egypt: 1, Lithuania: 1, Mexico: 1, Philippines: 1, Poland: 
1, Qatar: 1, Saudi Arabia: 1, Serbia: 1, Sierra Leone: 1, Singapore: 1, South Africa: 1.  

The large number of visitors form the UK is to be expected, however, it is likely that some students 
did access the site from their home countries, most likely prior to their course beginning. Therefore, 
there it is likely that events promoted on the site prior to the start of term will be accessed by 
visitors and could also be booked for in advance.  

Cities 

The first 100 cities (or districts) users came from include: Liverpool: 510, London: 226, Unknown: 87, 
Manchester: 72, Birmingham: 71, Newcastle upon Tyne: 69, Edinburgh: 34, Chester: 31, Cardiff: 28, 
Leeds: 28, Birkenhead: 22, Dudley: 19, Sheffield: 17, Aberdeen: 16, Gateshead: 16, St Helens: 14, 
Glasgow: 12, Bristol: 11, Madrid: 11, Wallasey: 10, Columbus: 9, Bootle: 8, Exeter: 8, Paris: 8, 
Maghull: 7, Worcester: 7, Bournemouth: 6, Lagos: 6, Nottingham: 6, Widnes: 6, Ellesmere Port: 5, 
Shanghai: 5, Bandar Seri Begawan: 4, Brussels: 4, Chengdu: 4, Hyderabad: 4, Salford: 4, York: 4, 
Blackburn: 3, Chennai: 3, Cologne: 3, Derby: 3, Dortmund: 3, Hanoi: 3, Ilkley: 3, Lisbon: 3, Lulea: 3, 
Middlesbrough: 3, Milan: 3, Northwich: 3, Oxford: 3, Port Talbot: 3, Runcorn: 3, Southport: 3, 
Suzhou: 3, Vienna: 3, Altrincham: 3, Barcelona: 3, Barton-Upon-Humber: 3, Bissen; 3, Blackpool: 2, 
Bletchley: 2, Bolton: 2, Bordeaux: 2, Brighton: 2, Canterbury: 2, Casablanca: 2, Cheadle Hulme: 2, 
Chicago: 2, Clarksville: 2, Coffeyville: 2, Colombo: 2, Dorchester: 2, Douglas: 2, Dublin: 2, Dundee: 2, 
Eastleigh: 2, Ghent: 2, Guatemala City: 2, Harare: 2, Helston: 2, Karachi: 2, Los Angeles: 2, Marlow: 2, 
Munich: 2, Nanjing: 2, New York: 2, Norwich: 2, Oslo Municipality: 2, Poole: 2, Preston: 2, Prineville: 
2, Rawalpindi: 2, Skelmersdale: 2, Stuttgart: 2, Xi’an: 2, Abuja; 1, Agadir: 1, Athens: 1, Aveiro: 1.   

As anticipated, most visitors were based in Liverpool once they were accessing the site. It is 
somewhat surprising that such a low level of visitors came from mainland China, however, this may 
alter if an ongoing or return programme is introduced.  

Age and Gender 

Although Analytics is set up to collate this information, it is not currently available. This may be due 
to the way users have set up their devices or cookies so that this information is not shared from their 
laptop, computer or phone. It is likely that this kind of demographic data will become available as 
the number of users and reach increases.  

Languages 

The balance of languages is very much reflective of the international student cohort with English and 
Chinese featuring highest.  

English: 1,163, Chinese: 99, Spanish: 43, German: 28, French: 23, Norwegian Bokmal: 12, Dutch: 8, 
Italian: 7, Japanese: 7, Polish: 7, Portuguese: 7, Greek: 5, Catalan: 4, Czech: 2, Vietnamese: 2, Arabic: 
1, Bulgarian: 1, Hebrew: 1, Indonesian: 1, Romanian: 1, Slovak: 1, Swedish: 1, Thai: 1, Turkish: 1, 
Welsh: 1.  
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Social Media  

 The Creative Assistants were asked to create and manage the social media accounts throughout the 
life of the programme. Although the Assistants were given regular updates and asked to post specific 
content, they were also given the opportunity to create some content for their own channels to help 
maintain engagement and traction.  

 All content included below is taken verbatim from the original posts. On occasion there are some 
American spellings, however, this was not thought to be necessarily an issue as it may have 
encouraged further engagement from across the globe.  

 Maintaining the social networks throughout the year will prove complex unless the programme and 
staff are continued. The positive engagement so far is likely to increase if there is capacity and 
resource to retain staff and run the programme once more.  

 

Facebook 

The International Student Welcome Facebook page was created on 26th July 2021. As of December 
2021, it has 124 followers. At this time, there is no demographic information about followers or 
people reached. This is likely due to the small number of people directly engaged, however, it is 
expected that this information will be collated as the page grows.  

Although few respondents indicated that they found out about the programme from Facebook, page 
posts received a good level of engagement. The following posts proved particularly popular:  

21/10/2021: 4:17 PM: Take the train over to Ormskirk and visit the The Arts Centre EHU at Edge Hill: 
We have up to 10 tickets per event to offer exclusively to international students. Get booking before 
they're all gone: edgehill.ac.uk/artscentre Book tickets now: boxoffice@edgehill.ac.uk 

89 views  

03/10/2021: 2:30 PM: The Four Seasons - Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra! Date: 9 October 
7.30pm Cost: £8 tickets to all international students (normally £42) Limited tickets available. Booking 
via the venue is essential. All seats are in the stalls. Please use the following code when booking: 
SEASON21 Please call the box office to book on 0151 709 3789. Deadline for bookings is Wednesday 
6 October. You must book over the phone. You cannot book via the website. Liverpool Philharmonic 
Hall Aldemaro Romero Fuga con pajarillo, Respighi Ancient Airs and Dances Suite III, Vivaldi The Four 
Seasons, Piazzolla The Four Seasons of Buenos Aires. Adi Brett violin / director, Diana Tishchenko 
violin / director, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra Strings. The birdsong of Spring, the 
downpours of Summer, the icy shiver of Winter: everyone’s got their own favourite bit of Vivaldi’s 
The Four Seasons. But there’s still nothing to beat the sensation of hearing them performed live. 
Booking essential. Limited tickets available. Image taken from official website. 

123 views  

23/09/2021: 11:00 AM: The International Student Welcome will be at the LJMU fresher's fair next 
Wednesday and we look forward to meeting all you fantastic international students! 

93 views  

18/09/2021: 9:00 AM: Our website is live! www.ISWLiverpoolCityRegion.com 
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90 views  

06/09/2021: 2:12 PM: Support the delivery of the International Student Welcome-become a Student 
Ambassador! (The full post has been cut as it featured the job description) Please send a CV and up 
to 500 words detailing your skills and suitability for the role to: natalie@openeye.org.uk by midnight 
on Wednesday 8th September 2021. 

353 views  

01/09/2021: 5:24 PM: Garstang Museum of Archaeology Tours! FREE but booking is essential - 22nd 
and 23rd September 11am and 2pm. A fascinating museum of archaeology, founded in 1904 with 
collections including artefacts from Egypt, Sudan and the Near East with highlights including an 
exceptional Nubian collection and Egyptian mummy. To book, please email quoting what date and 
time you would like tickets for: iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com 

137 views  

31/08/2021: 4:03 PM: Support the delivery of the International Student Welcome-become a Student 
Ambassador! Do you love meeting people from different cultures? (Full job description was posted 
and has been cut).  

227 views  

17/08/2021: 10:38 AM: What is on in August? Take a look! (The full programme was listed until the 
end of the month).  

168 views  

13/08/2021: 9:09 AM: Make sure you plan a trip to West Kirby Beach! Doesn't it look beautiful... 

Video 

120 views  

12/08/2021: 1:54 PM:  Capture the Region- Student Filmmakers required to support the 
International Student Welcome! (The full job description was posted).  

386 views 

07/08/2021: 6:41 PM: International Day 2017! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgUAnZuk0b4 

119 views  

07/26/2021: 5:59 PM: Create the web presence for the International Student Welcome! Call out for 
an exceptional student creative to build our online resource. (The post contains the full job 
description which has been cut).  

298 views 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the most popular posts this year have been job adverts or video content, 
however, this cannot be viewed as representative as the page is still very new. In total, all posts have 
received a reach of 6,708 views.  

The page has received 66 likes since its inception. Most viewers find the page organically, however, 
traffic sources throughout September and October include University of Liverpool website and the 
ISW website, however, these are for one or two visitors.  
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Page interest has lessened since the end of the programme as expected, however, if the page is 
regularly monitored and content is produced, it is likely it will retain visitors.  

 

Twitter 

The ISW twitter account has 44 followers, this figure along with those collated below were collated 
on 21st December 2021. One issue with all of the ISW social media accounts was that very few were 
actually followed by the Universities main accounts, although lecturers and other staff often 
faithfully shared content, this vital engagement may have cost the programme significant 
participants. However, this is a complex matter as higher numbers would also have strained the 
capacity for delivery, therefore future programmes may require additional support once the 
University social media is engaged.  

As expected, posts relating to jobs, events, activities and those which tagged other organisations 
received particularly strong engagement.  

The following posts received a particularly high level of engagement.  

July 2021:  

Tweets: 6, Tweet impressions: 157, Profile visits: 361, New followers: 1 

31 July 2021: Lots of things can happen when you're in university, so grab every opportunity that 
comes in your way! #internationalstudents #Liverpool Scholarships at LJMU youtu.be/CeAyQFJTg7o 
via @YouTube 

117 impressions, 1 engagement  

31 July 2021: Good news: we are now coming to the final stage of our logo competition (so we'll 
have a profile picture soon, yea) Take a look at these three of the best entries so far, looks like we'll 
have a hard time deciding which one to use! #Liverpool #internationalstudents #WelcomeHome 
pic.twitter.com/5CSn1KtTBB 

158 impressions, 12 engagements    

28 July 2021: International Student Welcome 2021 is now looking for talents in building our online 
presence. We will need you to create an engaging site that acts as a virtual central location of the 
event. ��Click the link in the bio for detailed job description and additional information. 
pic.twitter.com/6svZMNx6TG 

100 impressions, 5 engagements  

1 link clicked, 3 likes and 3 replies.  

August 2021  

Tweets: 18, Tweet impressions: 7,393, Profile visits: 1,194, New followers: 16 

2 September 2021: ��������Do you love meeting people from different cultures? Are you passionate 
about Liverpool City Region and your university? Become a Student Ambassador for our exciting new 
project – the International Student Welcome from Liverpool’s universities so they get to know the 
region. pic.twitter.com/nKWDZZtkq3 
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1,417 impressions, 43 engagements  

2 September 2021: Garstang Museum Tours ����FREE but booking essential ������22nd and 23rd 
September 11am and 2pm �����A fascinating museum of archaeology, founded in 1904 with 
collections including artefacts from Egypt, Sudan and the Near East including a Nubian collection and 
Egyptian mummy. pic.twitter.com/PvvjxHiBik 

132 impressions, 10 engagements   

30 August 2021: Take a look at Judy's favourite place in Liverpool! There are indeed some fab 
restaurants and pubs on Falkner Street and Hope Street, just around the corner of University of 
Liverpool, definitely one of the best spots for students to hang out ��������� pic.twitter.com/Ri0xQVA5fP 

267 impressions, 21 engagements    

19 August 2021: Another great opportunity to get around @FACT_Liverpool ���� 
fact.co.uk/event/soft-boys 

1,664 impressions 22 engagements  

19 August 2021: Free entry FACT: The Stomach and The Port exhibitions. How do I get there? ��������� 
From Allerton/Smithdown Road/Wavertree: Get the 75, 76 & 80 into town. FACT is on Wood Street, 
about half way up Bold Street on the right-hand side walking up from town. 
fact.co.uk/event/liverpoo… 

106 impressions 1 engagements  

12 August 2021: Hey! We'd like to invite you to take a look at some of the talented people (and 
apparently there's a lot of them!!) at @LIPALiverpool There's a city full of sounds and arts, here in 
Liverpool we are loud and proud! ������������ youtube.com/watch?v=ZQXxuC… 

153 impressions 5 engagements  

10 August 2021: WoW has a FREE mentoring opportunity for 18–25-year-old creatives in Liverpool, 
you'll have: •12 weeks of mentoring workshops •Masterclasses in poetry, fiction, playwrighting, 
journalism, writing for audio •Chance to create brand-new work for showcase in the city 
pic.twitter.com/ocwaHPH8j8 

201 impressions 3 engagements  

10 August 2021: Our logo has been designed by Abdulrahman Alsutan--a final year student from 
Liverpool John Moores University. Check out the design inspirations! #Liverpool #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/J4g2xctzA5 

4,367 impressions 368 engagements  

6 August 2021: Where's your favorite place in Liverpool? Let's hear what this two have to say! P.S. 
We think that Liverpool has a lot to offer to all the International students coming from every corner 
of the world, and this is what motivates us to deliver the International Students Welcome! 
pic.twitter.com/b6skhsde6c 

159 impressions, 3 engagements  

17 links clicked, 12 retweets, 29 likes, 11 replies  
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September 2021 

Tweets: 16, Tweet impressions: 3,910, Profile visits: 450, Mentions: 1, New followers: 15 

26 September 2021: Garstang Museum Tours -FREE but booking essential -Missed our September 
tours @GarstangMuseum ? Don't worry, we have more available next month so make sure you book 
now! -Get your tickets booked through our website: iswliverpoolcityregion.com #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/0IFTVGVtyt 

193 impressions 7 engagements  

23 September 2021: We had a great time @LivUni fresher's fair this week! And The International 
Student Welcome will be @LJMU fresher's fair next Wednesday and we look forward to meeting all 
you fantastic international students! #ISW2021Liverpool pic.twitter.com/YvwUAIi6Lt 

159 impressions, 14 engagements  

22 September 2021: Although the fantastic Liverpool Biennial has now passed, why not check it all 
out online? : liverpoolbiennial2021.com ���������Linder, Bower of Bliss, 2021. Installation view at 
Liverpool ONE, Liverpool Biennial 2021. Photography: Mark McNulty #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/S17p0wTEfH 

844 impressions, 19 engagements  

17 September 2021: Hi there ����, may I take a few minutes of your time and ask you to fill in our 
survey? Click the link in the bio and you'll be doing us a huge favor!! #isw21liv #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/PWNFszo3XR 

161 impressions 7 engagements  

8 September 2021: @liverpoolphil Four Seasons ������Saturday 9 October 7:30pm Liverpool 
Philharmonic Hall ����£8 tickets to international students (normally £42) ����Adi Brett violin/director 
Diana Tishchenko violin/director Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra Strings #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/Sg8NOiywat 

260 impressions, 11 engagements 

3 September 2021: Victoria Gallery & Museum Tours ����FREE but booking essential ������28th and 30th 
September 2pm ��������One of Liverpool City region’s hidden gems. A great starting place to explore the 
region’s cultural offer, it is based in the education quarter of town and it’s not to be missed. 
pic.twitter.com/lMy9c3SWup 

100 impressions, 4 engagements  

2 links clicked, 16 retweets, 20 likes, 10 replies  

October 2021 

Tweets: 14, Tweet impressions: 8,612, Profile visits: 538, Mentions: 6, New followers: 10 

21 October 2021: We went on Liver Bird Safari and had a great time with @JohnnieMaguire Learnt 
tons of interesting facts about Liverpool through discovering its symbol, there's more to the picture 
than meets the eye! #ISW2021Liverpool #isw21liv pic.twitter.com/UdrSs7arCT 

518 impressions, 36 engagements   
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19 October 2021: See you all at 4pm today!! ���� twitter.com/JohnnieMaguire… 

115 impressions, 6 engagements   

15 October 2021: Liver Bird Safari -Date: 19 October, 4pm -FREE Event, Booking essential -Limited 
number available -An exciting and fun walking tour across the City we’re you’ll get to meet plenty of 
Liverpool’s iconic Liver birds on the way! ���iswliverpoolcityregion.com #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/UzswdrrszD 

1,170 impressions, 12 engagements   

10 October 2021: Laurence Westgaph Walking Tour -Date: 12 October, 4pm -FREE, Booking 
essential-TV presenter and historian Laurence Westgaph will take you on a journey to learn about 
Liverpool’s shameful connections with Slavery and how the region has developed to become 
multicultural. pic.twitter.com/AmGnBYeoGR 

3,726 impressions, 214 engagements  

10 October 2021: Amazing tours with our lovely students @BritishMusicExp last week, great venue 
with super knowledgeable staffs, there's nothing about music that they don't know! If you missed 
the tours don't worry cause we have a few more on 15th & 22nd October. More details on our 
website���� pic.twitter.com/6DTiierVea 

120 impressions, 7 engagements   

9 October 2021: Mersey Travel Tours -Date: 13 & 18 October from 10am -FREE Event, Booking 
essential -Tours will last approximately 3 hours. -An exciting opportunity to go behind the scenes 
and find out more about the best way to travel across the region. #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/0P8lWOCIqB 

147 impressions, 6 engagements    

5 October 2021: Click on our website to check out all the amazing events that are happening 
throughout October, we are still waiting to see you out in the city!! ����������� #isw21liv #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/Csg2yS4579 

789 impressions, 43 engagements  

5 October 2021: FACT Tours-29 October at 5pm-FREE Event, booking essential-Join us to find out 
more about one of Liverpool’s most innovative venues from art exhibitions to new technology and 
cinema. For 29 October, the exhibition will be Future Ages Will Wonder. Get your tickets now! 
pic.twitter.com/sRqeyejj6y 

1,298 impressions, 25 engagements  

6 links clicked, 33 retweets, 70 likes, 5 replies.  

November 2021  

Tweets: 5, Tweet impressions: 626, Profile visits: 378, Mentions: 1, New followers: 1 

26 November 2021: We hate to let you go just yet, so just decided to add in a few more events! 
Drumming Workshop with @lumacreations -11 December, 2pm -FREE In-Person event-Get 
immersed in contemporary rhythms and Latin culture while learning some practice of creating 
fantastic beats pic.twitter.com/B451OQqv2z 
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312 impressions, 15 engagements  

December 2021 

Tweets: 3, Tweet impressions: 739, Profile visits: 222, Mentions: 2, New followers: 0 

11 December 2021: ������We're very proud of all of you who entered our competition and the Make it 
Snappy exhibition is available to view on the digital wall outside Open Eye Gallery on Mann Island 
near the waterfront, check it out this weekend before it closes! #ISW2021Liverpool 
pic.twitter.com/7Iavp5iNs3 

324 impressions, 5 engagements  

2 retweets, 2 likes, 1 reply.  

 

Instagram 

The ISW Instagram has 100 followers as of 22nd December 2021 when all of the below data was 
collated. This channel proved very popular with students and showed strong engagement. As with 
the above channels, paid opportunities and tagged posts received strong engagement. Traffic 
increased as the programme was announced as expected.  

Posts that received a particularly high level of engagement have been included below. It is worth 
noting the numbers of interactions for posts sent during the summer months which may have been 
noticed by students prior to enrolment:  

6 August 2021: Where's your favorite place in Liverpool? Let's hear what this two have to say! P.S. 
We think that Liverpool has a lot to offer to all the International students coming from every corner 
of the world, and this is what motivates us to deliver the International Students Welcome project 
this year���� We'll carry on sharing stories of students, information about upcoming International 
Student Welcome events and organisations that will help you settle down to your new home, and 
many more!… So stay tuned. #openeyegallery #itsliverpool #liverpoolstudents 
#internationalstudents #ISW2021liv #ISW21Liverpool #liverpool2020 #liverpoolcity #liverpoollife 
#liverpoolstreet 

4 likes (film received 40 views)  

17 August 2021: "There are places I'll remember, All my life though some have changed, Some 
forever, not for better, Some have gone and some remain" --The Beatles, <In My Life> #isw2021liv 
#itsliverpool #liverpool 

6 likes, 1 profile visit, 54 Accounts reached (72% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 58, 
From profile: 34, From hashtags: 17, From Home: 5 

20 August 2021: Free/No booking required ����FACT: The Stomach and The Port ���������How do I get 
there? From Allerton/Smithdown Road/Wavertree: Get the 75, 76 & 80 into town. FACT is on Wood 
Street, about half way up Bold Street on the right-hand side walking up from town. From St Helens, 
Kensington and Fairfield: Get the 10 into town. From Tuebrook, West Derby and Croxteth The 12, 13 
and 15 will take you into town. From Crosby and Southport: Take the 300 or 48 into Liverpool, or get 
the train to Central #factliverpool #itsliverpool #openeyegallery #liverpoolcity #liverpoollife 
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#liverpoolcreative #sthelens #crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook #liverpoolstudents 
#liverpooluniversity 

7 likes, 1 profile visit, 67 accounts reached (76% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 73, 
From hashtags: 37, From profile: 27, From Home: 8 

20 August 2021: Another free exhibition that's going on at @fact_liverpool ��������FACT: Soft Boys 
#factliverpool #itsliverpool #openeyegallery #liverpoolcity #liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative #sthelens 
#crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook #liverpoolstudents #liverpooluniversity 

10 likes, 3 profile visits, 85 Accounts reached (82% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 90, 
From hashtags: 49, From profile: 29, From Home: 7, From other: 2 

20 August 2021: Electronic Sound Summit 2021 @liverpoolaudio ��������3rd-4th September ����Baltic 
Triangle, Liverpool����The North West's foremost celebration of the electronic music industry. Join us 
over two days for industry panels, production masterclasses, DJ workshops and much, much more - 
unmissable for any upcoming DJ/Producer! This year's edition features Pioneer DJ, Mele, Yousef, 
Labelworx, Toolroom and many more... #factliverpool #itsliverpool #openeyegallery #liverpoolcity 
#liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative #sthelens #crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook #liverpoolstudents 
#liverpooluniversity #isw2021liv #liverpooldj #liverpoolmusic 

7 likes. 80 Accounts reached (72% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 89, From hashtags: 
43, From profile: 34, From Home: 10 

23 August 2021: Free online event ��������Tonight why not join world-renowned academic Professor 
Bayyinah Bello, of the State University of Haiti and expert in Pan-African and Haitian history and 
linguistics.������Professor Bello founded the Fondasyon Félicité to preserve and research Haitian 
history and was recently honoured at the Gala des Femmes et Flammes as one of ten women 
“whose lives and professional work have paved the way for a better Haiti". ����link in the bio. 
#isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #onlinetalk #virtualevents #liverpoolstudents #openeyegallery 
#museumofliverpool #liverpoolcity 

6 likes, 1 profile visit, 50 Accounts reached (64% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 58, 
From profile: 38, From Home: 1, From hashtags: 7 

26 August 2021: ✨Free Online Event:  ي�Heya: Blue Spaces premiere and artist talk ������26th Aug. 7-
8pm  Heya is an experimental music project, which aims to act as a bridge for women making�ي  �����
music in the Middle East. �������� Nour Sokhon, Yara Mekawei, Zeynep Ayşe Hatipoğlu and Jilliene Sellner 
bring us Blue Spaces – a film event that raises questions about class, gender and colonialism. ����Link 
in the bio. #liverpoolcreative #liverpoolarabartsfestival #liverpool #virtualevents #liverpoolstudents 
#liverpoolcity #liverpoolculture #cultureliverpool 

9 likes, 3 profiles visits, 80 Accounts reached (63% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 91, 
From profile: 66, From Home: 11, From hashtags: 8, From other: 2 

30 August 2021: Take a look at Judy's favourite place in Liverpool! There are indeed some fab 
restaurants and pubs on Falkner Street and Hope Street, just around the corner of University of 
Liverpool, definitely one of the best spots for students to hang out ��������� One of the things to love 
about Liverpool is that the city area is quite compact but full of activities, and for our students, 
another good news is that most of your favorite shops in the city are within walking distance from 
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your campuses! #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #itsliverpool #liverpool #liverpoolstudents 
#liverpoolrestaurants #liverpoolnightlife #liverpoolvideos #liverpoolcity 

Film received 72 views.  

10 likes, 4 profile visits, 115 Accounts reached (72% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 
131, From profile: 59, From hashtags: 51, From Home: 14, From other: 5, Follows: 2 

2 September 2021: Garstang Museum Tours ����FREE but booking essential ������22nd and 23rd 
September 11am and 2pm �����A fascinating museum of archaeology, founded in 1904 with 
collections including artefacts from Egypt, Sudan and the Near East with highlights including an 
exceptional Nubian collection and Egyptian mummy. ����To book, please email quoting what date 
and time you would like tickets for: iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool 
#exhibition #freetour #itsliverpool #liverpool #museumofliverpool #liverpoolcityregion 
#liverpoolcitycentre #liverpoolstudents #universityofliverpool 

5 likes, 1 comment, 110 Accounts reached (78% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 125, 
From profile: 53, From hashtags: 35, From location: 23, From other: 1 

2 September 2021:  We're hiring!!! ��������Do you love meeting people from different cultures? Are you 
passionate about Liverpool City Region and your university? Become a Student Ambassador for our 
exciting new project – the International Student Welcome from Liverpool’s universities so they get 
to know the region as well as you do. ��Open Eye on behalf of the ISDG �����������Expenses: £10 per day 
�������Number of roles available: 10 ������Time commitment: Up to 10 days during late September and 
throughout October 2021 ������Closing date for applications: Wednesday 8th September 2021 
�������Please send a CV and up to 500 words detailing your skills and suitability for the role to: 
natalie@openeye.org.uk by midnight on Wednesday 8th September 2021. #isw21liverpool 
#isw2021liv #openeyegallery #liverpoolcityregion #universityofliverpool #hopeuniversity 
#factliverpool #edgehilluniversity #itsliverpool #liverpooljobs #liverpoolstudents #guildofstudents 

5 likes, 1 profile visit, 112 Accounts reached (78% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 122, 
From profile: 66, From hashtags: 43, From Home: 8 

3 September 2021: Victoria Gallery & Museum Tours���FREE but booking essential ������28th and 
30th September 2pm ��������This lovely Museum and Gallery is one of Liverpool City region’s hidden 
gems. A great starting place to explore the region’s cultural offer, it is based in the education quarter 
of town and it’s not to be missed.�������To book, please email quoting what date and time you would 
like tickets for: iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour 
#itsliverpool #liverpool #museumofliverpool #liverpoolcityregion #liverpoolcitycentre 
#liverpoolstudents #universityofliverpool 

18 likes, 1 profile visit, 126 Accounts reached (73% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 140, 
From hashtags: 68, From profile: 53, From Home: 15, From other: 2 

8 September 2021: ROYAL LIVERPOOL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA Four Seasons ������Saturday 9 
October 2021 7:30pm Liverpool Philharmonic Hall ����£8 tickets to all international students 
(normally £42!) ����Adi Brett violin / director Diana Tishchenko violin / director Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra Strings ���������The birdsong of Spring, the downpours of Summer, the icy shiver 
of Winter: everyone’s got their own favourite bit of Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons. But there’s still 
nothing to beat the sensation of hearing them performed live. In Piazzolla’s centenary year violinist / 

mailto:iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com
mailto:iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com
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director Diana Tishchenko contrasts Vivaldi with the red-blooded tangos of Piazzolla’s atmospheric 
Four Seasons of Buenos Aires. Add Respighi’s old-school dance tunes (plus a little Latin firecracker to 
get things sizzling), and sparks should fly! �����Request your ticket now by quoting promo code 
SEASON21 when booking by phoning the box office on 0151 709 3789. ���Deadline for bookings is 
Wednesday 6 October. #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #liverpoolphilharmonic #itsliverpool #liverpool 
#liverpoolstudents #liverpoolmusic 

5 likes, 1 comment, 3 profile visits, 105 Accounts reached (70% weren't following isw_2021), 
Impressions: 116, From profile: 49, From hashtags: 42, From Home: 17 

16 September 2021:  Liverpool is an incredibly diverse and multicultured city--an example of that is 
that we have different cuisines and restaurants from all around the world! Another thing you may 
love about being a student in Liverpool is the amount of independent business the city have, 
whatever you find yourself into: pubs, cafes or vintage shops…Liverpool does have something for 
everyone.��� #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #itsliverpool #liverpool #liverpoolstudents #liverpoollife #
利物浦 #利物浦大学 

7 likes, 2 comments, 11 profile visits, 116 Accounts reached (66% weren't following isw_2021) , 
Impressions: 134, From profile: 59, From hashtags: 35, From Home: 21, From other: 13 

17 September 2021 Hi there ����, may I take a few minutes of your time and ask you to fill in our 
survey? Click the link in the bio and you'll be doing us a huge favor!! #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool 
#itsliverpool 

7 likes, 2 profile visits, 128 Accounts reached (70% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 139, 
From profile: 62, From location: 27, From hashtags: 26, From other: 1 

23 September 2021: �����Although the fantastic @liverpoolbiennial has now passed, why not check it 
all out online? ���www.liverpoolbiennial2021.com ��������� Linder, Bower of Bliss, 2021. Installation view 
at Liverpool ONE, Liverpool Biennial 2021. Photography: Mark McNulty #isw21liverpool #isw2021liv 
#itsliverpool #liverpool #onlineevent #利物浦大学  

8 likes, 127 Accounts reached (70% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 140, From profile: 
76, From hashtags: 36, From Home: 21, From other: 4 

24 September 2021: We had a great time @livuni fresher's fair this week! And The International 
Student Welcome will be @ljmu fresher's fair next Wednesday and we look forward to meeting all 
you fantastic international students! ��������� @olcay.cobann #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool 

10 likes, 2 comments, 19 profile visits, 136 Accounts reached (69% weren't following isw_2021), 
Impressions: 157, From profile: 74, From location: 29, From Home: 28, From other: 26 

26 September 2021: Garstang Museum Tours����FREE but booking essential �����A fascinating museum 
of archaeology, founded in 1904 with collections including artefacts from Egypt, Sudan and the Near 
East with highlights including an exceptional Nubian collection and Egyptian mummy. ���Missed our 
September tours @garstangmuseumofarchaeology ? Don't worry, we have more available next 
month so make sure you book now! ����Get your tickets booked through our website (link in the bio) 
or drop us an email: iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition 
#freetour #itsliverpool #liverpool #museumofliverpool #liverpoolcityregion #liverpoolcitycentre 
#liverpoolstudents #universityofliverpool 

http://www.liverpoolbiennial2021.com/
mailto:iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com
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12 likes, 2 comments, 3 profile visits, 188 Accounts reached (76% weren't following isw_2021), 
Impressions: 204, From profile: 89, From hashtags: 76 From Home: 25, From other: 1 

5 October 2021: FACT Tours �������29 October at 5pm ����FREE Event, Booking essential ���������������Join us to 
find out more about one of Liverpool’s most innovative venues from art exhibitions to new 
technology and cinema. For 29 October, the exhibition will be Future Ages Will Wonder. ���Get your 
tickets from our website or send us an email! #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour 
#itsliverpool #liverpool #museumofliverpool #liverpoolcityregion #liverpoolcitycentre 
#liverpoolstudents #factliverpool 

6 comments, 2 profile visits, 129 Accounts reached (65% weren't following isw_2021), 
Impressions: 145, From profile: 82, From hashtags: 35, From Home: 26, From other: 1 

5 October 2021: Click on our website to check out all the amazing events that are happening 
throughout October, we are still waiting to see you out in the city!! ����������� #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool 

5 likes, 5 profile visits, 109 Accounts reached (54% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 125, 
From profile: 81, From Home: 31, From location: 12, From other: 1 

9 October 2021: Mersey Travel Tours �������Date: 13 & 18 October from 10am ����FREE Event, Booking 
essential��Tours will last approximately 3 hours.��������An exciting opportunity to go behind the scenes 
and find out more about the best way to travel across the region including a ferry across the Mersey 
and a chance to go underneath Liverpool’s Mersey Tunnels and discover their unique history. Please 
contact us to receive further details of the meeting place.���Get your tickets from our website or 
send us an email! (All in the bio) #factliverpool #itsliverpool #openeyegallery #liverpoolcity 
#liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative #sthelens #crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook #liverpoolstudents 
#liverpooluniversity #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour #merseytravel #mersey 
#merseyside 

9 likes, 10 profile visits, 1 website visit, 193 Accounts reached (68% weren't following isw_2021). 
Impressions: 226, From hashtags: 103, From profile: 62, From Home: 58, From other: 3, Follows: 2 

10 October 2021: Amazing tours with our lovely students @britishmusicexperience last week, 
fantastic venue and super knowledgeable staffs, there's nothing about music that they don't know! 
If you missed the tours don't worry cause we have saved you a few more on 15th & 22nd October! 
Head over to our website for more details.���� #factliverpool #itsliverpool #openeyegallery 
#liverpoolcity #liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative #liverpoolstudents #liverpooluniversity #isw2021liv 
#isw21liverpool #exhibition #britishmusicexperience #merseybeat #liverpoolmusic #studentdiscount 

10 comments, 8 profile visits, 186 Accounts reached (71% weren't following isw_2021), 
Impressions: 214, From hashtags: 96, From profile: 60, From Home: 51, From other: 3 

10 October 2021: Laurence Westgaph Walking Tour �������Date: 12 October, 4pm ����FREE Event, 
Booking essential ��������TV presenter and historian Laurence Westgaph will take you on a fascinating 
journey to learn more about Liverpool’s historic past including its shameful connections with Slavery 
and how the region has developed to become hugely multicultural. #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool 
#exhibition #freetour #itsliverpool #liverpool #museumofliverpool #liverpoolcityregion 
#liverpoolcitycentre #liverpoolstudents #factliverpool #liverpool8 #liverpoolslavetrail 

19 likes, 7 profile visits, 149 Accounts reached (59% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 
182, From Home: 66, From hashtags: 60, From profile: 51.  
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16 October 2021: Liver Bird Safari �������Date: 19 October, 4pm ����FREE Event, Booking essential 
��Limited number available��������An exciting and fun walking tour across the City we’re you’ll get to 
meet plenty of Liverpool’s iconic Liver birds on the way! Book your tickets and find out more on our 
site! #factliverpool #itsliverpool #openeyegallery #liverpoolcity #liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative 
#sthelens #crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook #liverpoolstudents #liverpooluniversity #isw2021liv 
#isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour #merseytravel #mersey #merseyside #liverbirds #liverbird 

8 likes, 6 profile visits, 1 website visit, 169 Accounts reached (70% weren't following isw_2021), 
Impressions: 192, From hashtags: 80, From profile: 50, From Home: 41, From other: 1.  

22 October 2021: We went on Liver Bird Safari and had a great time with @artsgroupie Learnt tons 
of interesting facts and history about Liverpool through discovering its symbol, there's more to the 
picture than meets the eye! Go and check @artsgroupie out because they are doing amazing things 
for the city, with creative and innovative individuals! #isw21liverpool 

11 likes, 16 profile visits, 112 Accounts reached (36% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 
139, From Home: 76, From profile: 38, From location: 22, From other: 3.  

22 October 2021: Bluecoat Tour �������Date: 24 October, 3pm ����FREE In-Person Event ��������Get the inside 
story of Liverpool's oldest arts hub right in the centre of Liverpool One ��Numbers are limited. 
Booking essential �������Artwork: Focus by Sumuyya Khader, 2021. #bluecoatliverpool #itsliverpool 
#liverpoolcity #liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative #sthelens #crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook 
#liverpoolstudents #liverpooluniversity #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour 
#merseytravel #mersey #merseyside #internationalstudentlife #internationalstudents 

8 likes, 4 profile visits, 129 Accounts reached (61% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 153, 
From hashtags: 58, From Home: 50, From profile: 40, From other: 2.  

24 November 2021: It's been a while since we wrapped up all of our welcome events in October, just 
wanna say thank you for everyone that came along with us! In the meantime, we are still keen to 
know your thoughts and feedbacks, so if you haven't done so yet, do us a favor and fill in the 
evaluation form (link in bio). Your inputs and support will help us with a better program next year, 
we know you can't wait, neither can we! ���� #itsliverpool #liverpoolcity #liverpoollife 
#liverpoolcreative #sthelens #crosbybeach #southport #tuebrook #liverpoolstudents 
#liverpooluniversity #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour #merseytravel #mersey 
#merseyside #internationalstudentlife #internationalstudents #wirral 

Film received 44 views.  

26 November 2021: Hey all, good news ������We've just got some additional events towards the end of 
2021 and some around early 2022, so stay tuned! Here we have: Drumming Workshop with Luma 
Creations �������11 December, 2pm ����FREE In-Person event ��������Join us for a great participatory event 
where you can get immersed in contemporary rhythms and Latin culture while learning some of the 
practice of creating fantastic drum beats. Absolute beginners welcome! �������To book: 
iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com We hate to let you go so do come and hang out with us again �� 
#itsliverpool #liverpoolcity #liverpoollife #liverpoolcreative #liverpoolstudents #liverpooluniversity 
#isw2021liv #isw21liverpool #exhibition #freetour #merseytravel #mersey #merseyside 
#liverpoolmusic #liverpoolfabricdistrict #musicwithoutborders 

4 likes, 104 Accounts reached (52% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 111, From Home: 
49, From hashtags: 47, From profile: 11.  

mailto:iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com
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30 November 2021: ������We want your feedback. Join us for a focus group and get £10 for your time! 
We are looking for up to 20 international students who came to our events to attend a session on 
Wednesday 8th December at 1pm. For more details and to book please contact us with the words 
'Focus Group' in the subject line: �������iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com #isw2021liv #isw21liverpool 

5 likes, 5 profile visits, 65 Accounts reached (6% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 75, 
From Home: 65, From profile: 6, From location: 2, From other: 2.  

1 December 2021: ���������Liver Words competition. Send us up to 500 words about your favourite tour 
or favourite place in the region to win a chance to appear on our up and coming blog here on the 
website. Feel free to get creative; the best blog writer will receive £50. Two runner up prizes of £25 
each are available. Please send your entries with the subject line 'Liver Words competition' to: 
iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com There is no limit to the number of entries you may submit. All 
content must be your own work. ���Deadline: 10th December 2021 #isw21liverpool #isw2021liv 

3 likes, 1 profile visit, 51 Accounts reached (13% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 58, 
From Home: 47, From profile: 5, From location: 5, From other: 1.  

11 December 2021: ������We're very proud of all of you who entered our competition and the Make it 
Snappy exhibition is available to view on the digital wall outside Open Eye Gallery on Mann Island 
near the waterfront, check it out this weekend before it closes! #openeyegallery #isw2021liv 

12 likes, 4 profile visits, 69 Accounts reached (14% weren't following isw_2021), Impressions: 77, 
From Home: 63, From hashtags: 6, From profile: 5, From other: 1 

 

Youtube 

 The following data was collated on 20th December 2021. The ISW Youtube account currently has 103 
subscribers. Content has received 1,464 views in total. Particularly popular films included: Campus 
Life: University of Liverpool (619 views) and My original: University of Liverpool (609 views). These 
films made for and by the University of Liverpool may have received an inherited audience from the 
University’s own website and channels, however, most students who engaged with the programme 
came from this University specifically.  

 The ISW produced content had less traction with the film: Our website is Live! Receiving the highest 
number of views (132). These figures are likely to increase as more content is created and pushed 
out.  

 A Snapchat account was created for the programme but was not used as there was no opportunity 
to create content for it, however, it could be useful for future activities. There is also an ISW Wechat 
account which received positive engagement. One of the Creative Assistants has expressed the 
interest that she would be keen to continue managing the account for the promotion of future 
events and opportunities.  

 

Tiktok 

TikTok proved an extremely popular channel and Lan, the Creative Assistant responsible for this 
account produced great, compelling content which ensured strong engagement. All of the data 

mailto:iswbooking.liverpool@gmail.com
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below was collated on 20th December 2021. The account has 115 followers and has received 727 
likes. Since its inception, the account has received a total of 6248 video views. The following films 
received a particularly high level of engagement:  

26/07/21 It’s Open eye gallery and ISDG! We are hiring web presence creator! What are you waiting 
for! https://openeye.org.uk/opportunities/#Liverpool 
12 likes, 857 views  

30/07/21 These are some of the applications we received! The winner will be announced ASAP! 
#Liverpool #ISDG #International Student Welcome. (This post showed the entries for the logo 
competition) 
111 likes, 316 views  

02/08/21 This is #Liverpool. This is where we live and love ��� (Video shows images of Liverpool 
taken by Creative Assistants and students) 
2 likes, 136 views  

11/08/21: #West Kirby. This is a small town near Liverpool. ���It is very pleasant to walk here. I 
highly recommend international students to visit here.��� (Post shows video of west Kirkby made by 
Creative Assistant)  
15 likes, 391 views  

13/08/21: Let's take a look at the University of Liverpool campus!#liverpool 
57 likes, 476 views 

14/08/21: Students Experience | University of Liverpool #liverpool #campus #university 
14 likes, 245 views 

17/08/21: City Culture | University of Liverpool (video showing images of the city)  
1 like, 157 views  

18/08/21: #Campus life in #University of #liverpool 
345 likes, 389 views  

20/08/21: Nikki’s favorite place in Liverpool �����#citylife #garden (Student video of Festival gardens) 
6 likes, 137 views  

22/08/21: What is the definition of original? Let’s see what they say. #university of #liverpool 
26 likes, 166 views  

24/08/21: “Day in the life “ at University of Liverpool 
36 likes, 277 views  

29/08/21: Join Merseyside Polonia for a FREE heritage tour! #Polonia #liverpool 
1 like, 155 views  

31/08/21: SHREYA’S STORY | Liverpool Hope University 
4 likes, 580 views  

11/09/21: Liverpool's Festival of Latin American Arts & Culture brought to you by LUMA Creations 
1 like, 167 views  

https://openeye.org.uk/opportunities/#Liverpool
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16/09/21: Victoria Gallery @& Museum Tour | International Student Welcome | Liverpool 
#liverpool #university #internationalstudent 
4 likes, 185 views 

22/09/21: Our Website is live! ����www.ISWLiverpoolCityRegion.com 

1 like, 160 views  

10/10/21: British Music Experience ���� Come and join us on Next Friday! #Liverpool #Music 
6 likes, 176 views  

19/10/21: There are a lot of fun activities in October, looking forward to your joining! ������#Liverpool 
#internationalstudent 
3 likes, 217 views 

05/11/21: The September and October events are all over! Come take a look at our 
photos!#liverpool 
131 views  

18/11/21: Welcome to Liverpool �����#Liverpool #lifestyle #views (Post contains Peter’s video, the 
short edit)  
154 views 

11/12/21: Students who attended the ISW entered our ‘Make it Snappy’ competition to capture the 
region. We received over 300 images. #Liverpool 
1 like, 157 views  

In keeping with the other channels, opportunities, events and activities performed well along with 
those that tagged ‘Liverpool’ or the universities themselves. This account is likely to keep on 
performing well if provided with regular content and should prove invaluable for communicating 
future programmes.  

 

Conclusion and recommendations  

 The International Student Welcome programme has proved a successful initiative and has already 
gathered interest amongst the international student cohort and the cultural organisations, venues 
and groups across the region. Given the current climate and the COVID restrictions, the programme 
was well attended and well received. It is strongly recommended that the programme continues and 
becomes a regular part of Liverpool City Region’s cultural calendar.  

 Formulating a regular ongoing programme has resource and capacity implications and funding 
sources will need to be well researched. Specific (fringe style) events throughout the year with a 
main programme in September and October will be more manageable and is likely to attract the 
target audience. Promotional, in-kind and financial support from the educational and cultural sector 
is recommended as there are further opportunities (including research opportunities) for both 
sectors.  

 The positive increase in wellbeing, acceptance, understanding, shared experience, local and 
community knowledge throughout the international student cohort is an invaluable result of the 
programme. This undoubtedly compliments the offer provided by the educational institutions and 
student accommodation.  
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 The programme has come at the right time; as we move away from COVID, engagement and 
interactions can only increase and it is a perfect opportunity for the educational and cultural sector 
to work together and retain this unique offer.  
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Appendices:  

Copy of student survey  

 

 
 

ISDG International Student Welcome 2021 Survey 

  

By completing this form you will be entered into a competition to win two free tickets for World 
Museum’s AI exhibition.  

What is Your Name? 

Please Share your Email Address:  

What is Your Age? 

18-20  21-25   26-30  31-35  36-40  41-45   
 

46-50  51-55  56-60 61-65 

Prefer Not to Say 

Gender Identity- Are you?  

Male  Female  Transgender  Agender Non-binary 

 
Other  Prefer Not to Say 

Which University Do You Attend? 

University of Liverpool    Liverpool John Moores University 
 

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine  LIPA 

 
Liverpool Hope University   Edge Hill University 
 

Other (please write): 

 

Please Share Your Current Postcode:  

What is your country of Origin:  

What is Your Main Language? 

How Did You Find Out About The Event / Activity? 
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What Event Did You Attend? 

What Date Did You Attend On? 

 

What Did You Think Of The Event? 

Excellent  Very good  Good  Average  Poor 

 
Very poor 

Would You Attend An Event Like This Again? 

Yes  No  Maybe 

What Did You Enjoy Most About The Event? 
 

 

What Would You Like To See Included Next Time? 

 

 

If You Were Recommending This Event To Other Students From Your Country, What Would You 
Say To Them? 

 

 

What Was The Place You Most Enjoyed Visiting? Would You Like To Write a Few Sentences About 
Why and Share Your Photos For Our Website? 

 

Do You Think The International Student Welcome Should Take Place Every Year? 

Yes  No  Maybe 
 

Is There Anything Else You Would Like To Add? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for completing this form. Please hand it back to a member of ISW Staff.  
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Copy of venue survey  

 

 

ISDG International Student Welcome 2021 Survey for venues  

  

What is Your Name and Organisation? 

 

What event(s) took place at your venue?  

 

What did you think of the staff you worked with from the ISW?  

   

Would you be prepared to host an event for the ISW again? 

  

What did you think of the way your event was planned?  

 

What do you think went well?  

 

What do you think we could improve on?  
 

 

 

Is there anything you would like to see included next time? 

 

 

If You Were Recommending This Event To Other International Students, What Would You Say To 
Them? 

 

Do You Think The International Student Welcome Should Take Place Every Year? 

   

Is There Anything Else You Would Like To Add? 
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Survey from Student Ambassadors 

 

 

ISDG International Student Welcome 2021 Survey for Student Ambassadors 

  

What is Your Name? 

 

What event(s) did you work at?  

 

What did you think of the staff you worked with from the ISW?  

Excellent Very good  Good  Average  Poor 

 
Very poor 

Would you be prepared to work for the ISW again? 

Yes  No  Maybe 

 

What do you think went well in both in general and at the events you worked at?  

 

 

Is there anything you would like to add? 

 

 

Do You Think The International Student Welcome Should Take Place Every Year? 

Yes  No  Maybe 
 

 

 

 

 

 


